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ABSTRACT
Food Wastage in Singapore aimed to create a website to raise awareness about food
wastage that incorporated features seldom found in other similar sites. This website
would help lower secondary students learn about food wastage and its seriousness,
promote the habit of reducing food waste and encourage them to recycle their food
waste. There were 3 different main sections on our website on each topic we focused
on, with interactive functions included. There were explanations and fun facts in the
form of texts, links and self-made videos. We even created an instagram page, as well
as a poster, to reach out to our target audience and promote our ideas to them.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Rationale

Food wastage is of rising concern in Singapore. Based on figures from NEA in 2018,
636, 900 tonnes of waste were disposed in that year itself. This problem is of growing
importance and thus, we have decided to embark on this project to raise awareness on
food wastage. Besides that, the amount of food waste that we recycle is very low,
despite it gradually increasing by a little over the years. Therefore, we decided to do our
best to educate our target audience about the seriousness of wasting food, as well as
the ways to reduce and recycle food wastage. Through the various ways of reducing
and recycling food waste that we included in our website and posts on Instagram, we
hope that our target audience will play a part by reducing and choosing to recycle their
food waste.

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of our project were to create a resource package which educates lower
secondary students on the seriousness of the problem of food wastage, promote the
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habit of reducing food their food waste and encourage them to recycle their food waste.
Through this project, we hope to help reduce the amount of food wasted in Singapore.

1.3

Target Audience

The target audience was the lower secondary students in Hwa Chong Institution, who
were less aware of the problem of food wastage, and thus, they could relate to us.

1.4

Resources

The

resources

created

for

this

project

was

a

website

(https://181723r.wixsite.com/projectwasteless), self-made videos (on the website), an
instagram page (https://www.instagram.com/food_wastage_in_sg_hci/?hl=en) and a
poster.
Our website comprises of 3 main components: “Food Waste?”, “Reduce Food Waste”
and “Recycle Food Waste”.
The “Food Waste?” category
comprised

of

staggering

statistics of food wastage, a
detailed explanation of what is
food wastage and a self-made
video to cover all forms of food
wastage

and

the

consequences of it.
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The “Reduce Food Wastage”
category featured 6 best ways
to reduce food wastage, and a
second self made video on
how to reduce food wastage.

In the “Recycle Food Waste”
category,

we

provided
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effiecient ways to reduce food
wastage, a self made video on
how to reduce food waste, and
links to where you can get a
start up kit to recycle your own
food waste.
Our website also includes an interactive quiz, a feedback form to help us improve and a
forum for discussion among the public.
Our instagram page consists of online accredited posters and our self-made posters to
help us spread awareness on food wastage.
Our poster helps us reach out to our target audience who do not have instagram
accounts.
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REVIEW

We visited a few websites on food wastage similar to ours, in particular the NEA website
(https://www.nea.gov.sg/) and the “stop food waste” website (http://stopfoodwaste.org/)
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but realised that they were mostly too wordy and most were very difficult to
comprehend. We wanted to improve on them, adding interactive videos and links to
certain websites on a particular topic for users to focus on since NEA website provided
limited photographs and did not contain any videos. Also, in the “stop food waste”
website, we found that there were too many articles, making it too wordy and difficult to
read. Hence, we decided to use simplified vocabulary to better cater to our target
audience and use more photographs and videos.
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METHODOLOGY

3.1

Needs Analysis

We conducted a needs analysis to find out if people knew how serious the issues of
food wastage has become, and if they indeed knew, whether they still waste food. We
also wanted to know if they made an effort to reduce their food wastage and whether
they thought our project would be relevant and useful. This helped us gather more
information on our target audience and gauge how much our project was needed.
Overall, most agreed that our project would be useful.

3.2

Survey Results
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From our needs analysis survey, we could tell that the majority of people know what
food waste is and how serious the problem has become, but they still waste food
nevertheless. Most would just dump the food away, suggesting that they do not know or
do not make a conscious effort to recycle their food waste. Majority thought that our
resource package would be useful, and we also thought that such a resource package
is necessary to reduce their food waste.

3.3

Development of Resources

We reviewed information and different links that were going to be featured on our
website and went to gather information about them. We spent time doing research and
touching up on our website frequently. We learnt how to create the wix website as well
as adding and creating our own quiz for people to test their knowledge and a forum for
people to discuss about food wastage. Then, we added the information and
photographs of each of the respective subtopics on food wastage. On top of these, we
learnt made our own powtoon videos and added animations of our own. To make our
videos stand out from the rest, we added a voiceover to engage the users.
Furthermore, we posted infographics and fun facts on our instagram page.

3.4

Pilot Test

Examples of our Pilot Test Results:
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Some people gave us feedback that we could add more photographs, our website could
have been designed better, and that we should have created more posters. We took
these suggestions into consideration.
Overall, people thought that the project was great, and people thought the best part of
our project was that we were able to make the information appear more concise and our
videos to be very engaging. People thought that it was a great effort since we created
our own videos and posters too.
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OUTCOME AND DECISION

Based on the feedback given in the pilot test, we tried to make improvements to our
website.
We added more photographs and simplified the content to give users a better picture of
how much food we are wasting subconsciously everyday, and the ways to reduce and
recycle food wastage. This meant that we have to keep reviewing certain websites
related to food wastage and try to edit and simplify the information to add into our
website.
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We also paid for the full subscription to Powtoon so that we had the rights to use, share
and modify the videos with much convenience to enhance the user experience, without
infringing any copyright rules.
One problem we faced was that the website was self-made, hence it was difficult to
ensure that it was the same quality as the other commercial websites made by
professionals, such as those provided by the National Environment Agency (NEA).
We completed a hard-copy poster too, as we realised that not all of our target
audiences were owners of an instagram account.
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CONCLUSION

Throughout this project, we put in a lot of effort as a team. Rey and Issac worked on the
website, which was tough as making everything look nice and presentable was not
easy. Justin and Ding En did up the self-made videos and regularly posted the food
waste infographics on Instagram.
After completing this project, we have a better understanding of the difficulties involved
in website building. Individually, we can now better appreciate the food that we get to
enjoy every day. We also realised that it was not easy influencing and encouraging
people to do the same, but tried our best to fulfil our objectives.
We found this project very challenging, time-consuming and required skills that we
needed to learn, such as how to make our own videos, how to design our website and
self designing our posters. It was with much perseverance and resilience that the team
managed to complete the project.
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